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SelectDrive EXTERNAL DRIVER TYPE C LINEAR RETROFIT LAMPS FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

SelectDrive Technology

Maximized Savings

Enjoy more flexibility and greater energy savings 

Full Range of Options

Flicker Free Dim-To-Off

No Minimum Load

Designed to replace 14W-32W fluorescent T8 and T5 lamps, our retrofit lamps offer remarkable performance and 
generate substantial ROI. Featured with SelectDrive technology, the system enables users to choose from three 
field-selectable lumen outputs with just a flip of switch. The GREEN CREATIVE Linear Retrofit Lamp is a 
cost-effective solution for most applications. 

Meet a variety of lighting needs with just one 
product. Choose from three lumen output levels 
simply by flipping the switch on the driver. 

Type C represent a significant savings vs 
fluorescent bulbs.  Maximize your savings with 
a utility incentive* and by adding controls to 
further reduce power consumption.
*where applicable
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Fluorescent Type C TLED Type C TLED Type C TLED
+ Rebate + Rebate

+Controls

Customize your order by choosing from our wide range of product options. 
Select from T8 or T5, a range of sizes in 2', 3' and 4', as well as U-bent, and 
three color temperatures in 3500K, 4000K and 5000K. With L70 rated lifetime 
of 60,000 hours, all products come with a standard 5 year limited warranty, 
with optional extended 10 year warranty available.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Our external drivers are compatible with a wide 
range of dimming systems at 0-10V, provide flicker 
free Dim-To-Off performance, and support energy 
compliance to most building codes.

Parallel outputs design require no
minimum lamp load to operate properly.
This eliminates the risk of lamp damage from 
overloads regardless of the number of lamps 
connected.
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Simplify an installation using one SelectDrive kit for, atriums, 
waiting rooms, patient rooms, and operating rooms.

Use one retrofit kit to address lobbies, general work spaces, 
and conference rooms.

SelectDrive Type C is the perfect solution for cafeterias, classrooms, 
hallways, and offices.

With the SelectDrive Type C system one lamp and driver can light 
storage, back of house offices, and shopping areas.
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FLICKER FREE

No Flicker With Flicker

9W / 1300lm
(Based on using  14T8/4F/840/EXT)

11W / 1600lm 14W / 2000lm
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